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-Located at the new Galleria at Sunset mall in Henderson,

A

WestPark Plaza Galleria, provides tenants with great visibility and
easy access from the freeway, Sunset Road and Stephanie Street.
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-The project's modern design includes the extensive

use of marble and glass, lush landscaping, dynamic entryway and
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unique architecture.
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-A generous tenant improvement package, abundant
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parking and high-tech security are just a few of the many features
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ofWestPark Plaza Galleria.
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M£DICAL AND PROf£SSIONAL SPAC£ IS CURR£NTLY AVAILABL£ ON A fiRST-COM£, fiRST-S£RV£ BASIS.
for Leasing and Purchase Option information:
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WHo's oN

FIRST
BusiNEss PROFITS oR PoLITics?

A friend of mine, who is a lobbyist for
the business sector, tells me that it is more
difficult to get business people to stick
together and support high-profile political
issues that affect the fortunes of free enterprise than it is to convince Newt Gingrich
to dress in drag.
At first glance this can be very frustrating to one who tries to protect free enterprise from incursions from its usual predators who want the government to take care
of their every whim and who think business exists only to fund those whims. Since
frustration produces emotional rather than
intelligent responses, one is apt to blame
business people as a bunch of hypocritical
characters who profess one thing and do
another.
My friend said, "take the sorry state of
public education as an example. It has been
estimated that it costs businesses approximately twenty billion dollars per year to
train public school "graduates" to the level
that they can perform satisfactorily on the
job-a duty the public schools should have
done. Also, the home construction industry is now fearful that it will stick with
having to provide and fund new schools in
growth areas just because they build homes
for new residents who bring their children
with them. What does the average business
leader do about these issues? They "tuck in
their tail and run" for fear they will alienate
some customers by taking a high profile
stance. They should realize they ' re going
to get it in the end; but they hope they will
go away. The won ' t! A few years ago the
states ' Chambers of Commerce formed
committees to analyze public education
and to recommend remedial action. But
despite the fact that parents (customers) are
generally dissatisfied with schools, and
that the remedies were obvious, the final
effort was a " white paper" that was so
wimpy that it did nothing but make business look disorganized with lukewarm interest. The business community missed a
golden opportunity to be "for excellence in
education," which is like promoting motherhood and the flag .
The bottom line is kinda fundamental:

PUBLISHER
Lyle E. Brennan

Business people must develop courage of
their convictions, define issues favored by
the predators, resolve conflicts in agenda,
focus on mutual interests, and generously
fund an aggressive political program . If
they don ' t they will stay on the defensive
and be forced to fund their predators' programs, which are far more costly!
•

GREEN VRLLEY RTHLETIC CLUB

Four Weeks

For Only $19.97
~

What Better Way To Ring ~
In The New Year!
~

r

Green Valley Athletic Club is
introducing the best way yet to ring
in 1997. Visit the Club for 4 weeks
at only $19.97 per person.*
Aerobics, basketball, water fitness,
strength training, whirlpools, steam
rooms and personal service.

Call
454-6000
and ask for a membership
representative, or smp

by

for a free tour.
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JROM THE [DITOR

He's gonna be a doctor
when he grows up
~here

was a time when a mother' s
greatest ambition for her off-spring was
for them to become physicians. After all,
the profession carried a lot of prestige,
the earning potential was tremendous ,
and for the most part, doctors got to call
the shots (no pun intended) and be their
own boss.
Most old-time doctors will tell you
"those were the good ole days." But, with
the emergence of managed care organizations leading the way, healthcare has undergone a revolution. The traditional incentives for becoming a medical doctor
no longer exist.
Anyone who has ever gone to medical
school can tell you that becoming a physician is not cheap or easy. According to
officials at the University of Nevada
School of Medicine, perhaps the biggest
challenge may be obtaining entrance to
medical school. With only 52 or 53 new
students accepted each year at the school ,
and around 1,000 applicants, only the
"cream of the crop" make the cut. And
once they ' re in, they can expect to put
their lives on hold for a few years while
they work long hours, study hard and get
totally immersed in the intense training
program. And, unless they have deep pockets when they enter medical school, they
can expect to start their career with a large
education loan to repay .
With the tremendous sacrifices and diminished rewards for becoming a physician, why would anyone pursue a career

ON THE COVER
f!!!IIIIIJ!I!i!llm~IR

L-r: Roger Collins, CEO
Valley Hospital Medical
Center; Bruce Wiggins,
vice president, Acute
..._....""... Care Operations for Universal Health Systems
-~""""""""""""""'""' and K.D. Justyn, CEO
Summerlin Medical Center

in medicine? At the risk of sounding corny,
perhaps their motivations are for all the
right reasons ; like finding a cure for cancer, saving lives and helping improve the
quality of life for their patients. If these
are their motivations , we can expect our
newest doctors to enter the workplace
with a strong commitment and intense
compassion for their patients.
And, we can expect graduates of the
School of Medicine to be well trained.
With an annual average of 200 medical
students and a full time faculty of around
300, each gonna-be doctor has the opportunity to work closely with a variety of
medical experts, many of which are nationally recognized in their field. Last

year, the school received $7.3 million for
research projects. The funds were provided by the national government and
health organizations such as the National
Institutes of Health, American Cancer
Society and the Heart Association.
Due to the Jack of a physical presence in
the southern part of the state, many Las
Vegans are unaware that we even have a
medical school. Well , come next year,
that problem will be rectified. The City of
Las Vegas donated 11 acres of land at the
Las Vegas Technology Center for the
construction of a Southern Nevada campus for the School of Medicine. The
60,000- square-foot facility , scheduled to
begin construction this summer and be
completed next summer, will be funded
by private donations.
And that's good news for moms who·,
are still encouraging their kids to enter the
field of medicine. Their children can become a doctor without ever having to
leave the state for an education. Or, depending on your perspective, maybe it's
not such good news.

Forward.
Backward. Up.
Down. Fast.
Slow. Around
and Around.
Introducing the EFX"' 544, the world's first Elliptical
Fitness Crosstrainer."' It's elliptical movement pattern
simulates running , climbing, cycling and crosscountry skiing. In fact, it's like four machines in one.
But the smooth, no-impact motion of the EFX eliminates the heel-strike and knee-strain of traditional
fitness equipment. So no matter what your age or
fitness level, you can customize your own workouts.
Simply adjust the ramp incline, resistance, speed and
even the forward or backward direction of motion.
Th is versati lity helps you use al l the large muscles
of your lower body while burning maximum calories.
So whatever fitness goal you're trying to reach,
there's no sm~rter w~.v to no it.

Exercise Equipment of Nevada
Nevada 's largest Exercise Equipment Dealer
financing. Ddi\"tr)' and Serup are available.l..ocatioos in Reno, Henderson & Las Vegas.

1-So0-959-LIFT (5438)
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DESERT ORTHOPAEDIC CEnTER
BOARD CERTIFIED
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEONS
JOHN H. PAYNE, M.D.
CHESTER W. ESKEY, M.D.'
LOWELL T. NIEBAUM, M.D.
PATRICK J. BRANDNER, M.D.
MERVYN B. FOUSE, M.D.
WILLIAM T. STEWART M.D.
JONATHAN F. CAMP, M.D.
TODD V. SWANSON, M.D.
PAUL B. CANALE, M.D.
MARK A. BARRY, M.D.
TIMOTHY B. SUTHERLAND, M.D.
THOMAS DUNN, M.D.

Complete Orthopedic
Care From
Head to Toe
FOOT & ANKLE SURGERY· FRACTURE CARE
PEDIATRIC ORTHOPAEDICS ·JOINT REPLACEMENT
SURGERY· SPORTS MEDICINE· ARTHROSCOPIC
SURGERY•HANDSURGERY·S~NALSURGERY

Worker's Compensation
Now Performing
Cartilage Regeneration
and Laser Surgery

105 Pecos Rd., Suite 112 • Henderson· 263-9082
3121 Maryland Pkwy., Suite 300 ·Las Vegas· 731-1616
• Emeritus

DR. BRUCE SHAPIRO, M.D.
FACOG • Diplomate American Board of Obstetrics & Gynecology
Sub-SpeciaHy Certified in Repro.ductive Endocrinology &Infertility

The Fertility Center of Las Vegas provides a
comprehensive, progressive program to diagnose
and treat both female and male-factor infertility.
It is a facility that is uniquely designed and
fully dedicated to fertility services.
Dr. Bruce Shapiro is the ftrst physician in Las
Vegas to be Sub-Specialty Certified in
Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility.
While individual situations are different, Dr.
Bruce Shapiro has had an outstanding success
rate with assisted reproduction.
For couples who are trying to become
pregnant, the best path to choose is the one to
the Fertility Center of Las Vegas.

FERTILITY
CENTER

( { of Las Vegas
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started building, and the result will be
completely different from what you ' d
find in most hospitals," Justyn said.
Instead of the typical ratio of 70 percent
inpatient space to 30 percent outpatient,
the Summerlin hospital has taken the
exact opposite approach. "It was built for
today's healthcare system, which favors
shorter hospital stays and more outpatient care."
All the rooms are private, because
studies have shown that patients recuperate better if they are in control of their
environment. "It cost us more to build
this way, but now we can have 100 percent occupancy, because it eliminates the
need to worry about which patients can
be roomed together," Justyn said.
'
For expectant mothers, the hospital
will offer one room to meet all their
needs. "In previous years, a woman
would be admitted in labor and spend
time in a labor room, a delivery room ,
and a recovery room, so in a short stay of
24-48 hours, she'd be hopping rooms all
the time!" said Justyn. "We have rooms
that allows for labor, delivery and recovery all in one, and also have additional
space so the father can stay overnight."
Justyn is proud of the architectural
design of the hospital, but is equally
proud of the philosophy behind it. "I
could very easily have had our architects
build one block building, and you would
have walked acres to get to different
places. (Our design) offers confidentiality, comfort and convenience for the
patient." The entire building is contiguous, so there will never be a need to go
outside in 115-degree temperatures to
get an x-ray. Inside, a three-corridor system will be implemented; "The outside
corridor is for isitors; when you ' re a
patient and in a hospital gown , you want
more privacy, and would rather not go
through a common area," Justyn
explains. "The second corridor is for
ambulatory patients, and the third corridor is for pati ents on a gurnee, so they
won't be wheeled thro ughout the lobby."
The elevators will be designed to route
occupants to the correct area.
Phase four of Summerlin Medical
Center will be an expansion of the med-

ical office building of approx im ately
I 10,000 sq uare feet; phase five will consist of an additional hospital tower, bringing the total number of beds to approximately 400. Scheduling for the final two
phases has yet to be determined.

COLUMBIA
SUNRISE HOSPITAL
Last year, Columbia Sunrise Hospital
and Medical Center joined the 10 percent
of hospitals nationwide each year that
receive accreditation with commendatio n from the Joint Commission on the
Accred itati on of Healthcare Orga nizations (JCAHO). The commendati on is
the highest form of accreditation offered
by the JCAHO and is based upon compliance with nationall y recognized
healthcare standards set by the independent, non-profit entity. "This indicates
the absolute devotion to quality that each
and every one of our employees and staff
members demonstrate on a daily basis,"
sai d Presiden t and Chief Executive
Officer Jerald Mitchell.

In addi tion, Columbia Sunrise was
the only hospital in Nevada, and one of
120 hospitals among 5,400 nationally,
named the I 996 Quality Leader by the
National Research Corporation (NRC).

Health care changes.
Philosophies don't.
A community partner since 1954 offering:
• Educational programs for the youth of
Las Vegas.

• CPR, EMT, First Responder courses at a
fully accredited Training Center.
• Emergency and non-emergency transport
services.

MEDICAL SERVICES

1130 S. Martin L. King Blvd., las Vegas, NV 89102 • TEL (702) 386-998; • FAX ( 02) 3 6-2

The NRC study, the largest of its kind ,
identifies quality leading hospitals based
upon public perceptions of physicians,
nurses, image, reputation, quality, community health programs, opportunities
and most personalized care.
The hospital's growth in 1996 was
reflected by the opening of a number of
new and expanded fac il ities and programs throughout the Las Vegas Valley.
Sunrise Health Strategies opened in June.
The 16,000-square-foot fac ility, located
behind Columbia Sunrise Hospital ,
designs rehabilitation programs fo r
patients who don ' t require ac ute medical
care or home healthcare, but need assistance to restore or enhance their physical
or mental well-being. "Sunrise Health
Strategies was developed to offer a continuum of care to patients through graded
exercise and education abo ut their injury
or illness," said Margaret Russitano,
administrative director, and director of
physical medicine and rehabilitation .
The facility offers various programs
encompassing a number of disciplines
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Performed by

V.A. Ram, M.D., F.R.C.S. (C), F.A.C.S.
Double Board Certified Plastic Surgeon
with over 15 years experience in laser surgery
First Surgeon in Las Vegas to use the U/trapulse Laser
Practice Umitecl to Cosmetic Surgery (Face, Breast & Uposuction)

JUi
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• Enhanced facial features with facelift, eyel id & nose surgery
• Tumescent liposuction for body contouring
• Laser skin resurfacing for wrinkles, sun damaged skin &
acne scarring (with the latest Ultrapulse Laser)
• Breast enlargement
• Tummy tucks

Call

For Your Free Consultation
Member American Society of Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeons, Inc.
Member American Society of Laser Surgery

Document
CONVERSION

1-888-744-4447
Get Converted Today!
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for recovery including nutrition and psychology. Specific rehabilitation services
include: physical therapy, aq uatic therapy, hydrotherapy, occupational therapy,
speech therapy, orthopedic rehabi litation , hand therapy, biomechanical
assessment, pulmonary rehabilitation ,
stroke and brain injury rehabilitation,
vestibular rehabilitation (balance, equilibrium), and therapeutic massage.
Also located within Sunrise Health
Strategies is the expanded Regional
Center for Sleep Disorders. The center is
one of two full -service, hospital-based
sleep centers in Nevada that is accredited by the American Sleep Disorders
Association. With specialized diagnostic
equipment, the staff treats both adul t and '
pediatric patients with disorders of
excessive sleepiness, initiating sleep and
other sleep-related dysfunctions.
Columbia Kids Health Care, another
new addition, opened in April. The clinic was created to broaden the availability of pediatric care for children who
sometimes have trouble accessing medical services elsewhere. The facility also
fills a gap in pediatric care for medically
complex children and teens, who may
have chronic or permanent illnesses and
conditions which require extensive specialized treatment.
Kids Health Care is located near the
Columbi a Sunrise D iagnostic Center,
which houses a large number of specialty physicians, allowing medically complex patients to receive a number of specialty exams in one location on the same
day, if necessary. Services provided by
the eight-room clinic include hearing
and vision screening , comprehensive
~t\QQ,t

Convert your Back Files to
Optical Disk and put your
archives literally at your finger
tips. No more storage fees.
No more down time waiting for
costly personnel to retrieve files.

.....--
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treatment for children with
(Attention Deficit Disorder), X-ray .
cumcisions, newborn exams and
visits. Additional services are offered teens, including fam ily planning
birth control, treatment and educa ·
for sex ually-transmitted diseases, ln cological exams and health advice.
The Columbia Sunrise Center Healthy Families also responded to l..Q
Vegas' growth by opening its third I
tion in February, 1996. Since its incepti

~
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Mountainview
IfospittJl

the center has offered a variety of pregnancy and parenting classes, and information for new and expectant parents.
Earlier this year, Columbia Sunrise
Children's Hospital also expanded by
upgrading its pediatric facilities to
accommodate the demand for its highlyacclaimed PAHOI (Pediatric/Adolescent
Hematology/Oncology/Immunology)
Unit. The children's hospital treats about
97 percent of pediatric oncology cases in
Southern Nevada, according to Dr.
Ronald Oseas, a pediatric hematologist/oncologist who serves as director of
the unit. "It's a comprehensive children 's
cancer center, hematology center and
immunology center all in one," Oseas
said. Additions include a parent lounge
complete with showers, a kitchen area,
lockers, a dining table and couches, a
large playroom for infants, an activity
center with a computer for adolescents , a
family resource library and a separate
treatment room.

COLUMBIA SUNRISE
MOUNTAINVIEW
The other new facility in the northwest,
was the first full-service hospital built to
serve Summerlin, Sun City and the surrounding communities, and also the first
new hospital in Las Vegas in 20 years. But
having celebrated its two-year anniversary
on February I, the $65 million facility may
no longer qualify as "new" in construction-happy Southern Nevada.

Though Sunrise MountainView
enjoys the recognition that comes with
the Sunrise name, it has earned its own
identity by offering a variety of services
that rival those of many long-standing
hospitals throughout the valley. Ancillary services include cardiac rehabilitation , cardiology, diagnostic imaging,
endoscopy, laboratory, nursery, observation, outpatient services, fetal assessment, physical therapy/sports medicine,
pharmacy, pulmonary/respiratory, radiation therapy, labor, delivery and recovery, full-service emergency and seven
surgery suites.
Currently, the hospital has 120 private, isolation and semi-private beds,
with the capability to expand to more
than 300 beds in the future. However, its
emergency unit was built to operate at the
300-bed level up front, so additional
major expansion would not be necessary.
This turned out to be a smart and possibly
lifesaving arrangement - the hospital
treated more than 9,000 emergency victims in its first six months of operation,
and more than I ,000 of those were admitted as patients. "Emergency units in new
hospitals generally see about 20 patients
per day," said emergency nurse manager
Susan Hampton . "We have averaged 50
to 60 a day, and we' ve treated more than
80 in one day. " The 24-hour, full-service
emergency unit contains 22 beds including two fully-equ ipped trauma rooms and
two pediatric rooms.

The hospital is equipped with anumber of technological firsts in Las Vegas
healthcare, including an Omn-icell vending supply system, which supplies medical staff with everything from IV and
suture tray components to orthopedic
and dressing supplies. The computerized,
security-coded vending machines provide the hospital with an accurate and
efficient inventory tracking system,
allowing medical staff to concentrate on
more important duties.
Columbia Sunrise MountainView's
labor, delivery and recovery rooms, postpartum rooms, nursery and all connecting hallways are protected with security
sensors. Once a baby is born , both parents and the infant are tagged with baby
sensor bands before they leave the labor
and delivery area. The obstetrics area
contains ten modern labor, delivery and
recovery beds, and is arranged to provide
a relaxed atmosphere for new mothers as
well as new fathers. The oversized rooms
contain large roll-out beds to comfortably accommodate an accompanying
loved one overnight.
Further innovations at MountainView include the hospital ' s new MRI
system, which, according to imaging
manager Mark Dumond, is as technologically advanced as any in the country.
The system uses a larger magnet than
older MRI models, which helps to
increase clarity, as well as an increased
aperture to accommodate larger people.
March 1997 •
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LAKE MEAD HOSPITAL
MEDICAL CENTER
At the end of January, Lake Mead
Hospital Medical Center was acquired
from its parent company, ORNDA, by
TENET, the second-largest healthcare
corporation in America. The 198-bed
North Las Vegas facility, which recently
added two new operating suites, is the
Santa Barbara, Cali f. -based TENET's first
Nevada acquisition. "Our direction in the
future will be determined by the fallout
from this," said Donna Black, the hospital's director of business development. "In
other parts of the country, TENET does
not like to be in less than the number two
position. The company's decisions are
based on quality outcome of patient care
and employee satisfaction. Any changes
TENET makes will put us in a position of
being able to more aggressively compete
in an already highly-competitive market."

ST. ROSE DOMINICAN
HOSPITAL
The only religiously-affiliated hospital in Southern Nevada, and the on ly hos-

St. Rose Dominican
Hospital and the
COW bus

pita! of any kind in Henderson , St. Rose
Dominican recently completed a major
remodeling of its original building, constructed in 1947, and added two new surgical suites, bringing it's total to eight.
"The reason for expansion is supply and
demand," said Debra Purcell, the hospital 's communications coordinator. The
147-bed facility has also added four beds
to ICU and eight beds to its transitional
care unit. A new primary care clinic is

planned for land located across the street
from the hospital. The clinic will be open
two days a week to serve patients who.
lack resources. "We hope this will allevi- '
ate some of the traffic in the emerge11cy
room," said Purcell.
Phase one of the Hartwell Medical
Center, a $4.5 million, 26,000-squarefoot medical services facility at the co'rner of Warm Springs and Shadow Cr~st
Drive, is slated to open in mid-1997.
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land was donated by local philanthropist
Nina Hartwell.
St. Rose Dominican ' s Hospital 's
largest ambulatory-care undertaking to
date is the Green Valley Parkway Medical
Center, scheduled to open later this year.
The three-story, 93,000 square-foot facility is allocated for ambulatory care, outpatient surgery, women 's care, a birthing
center and diagnostics. The remaining
57,000 square feet will house a variety of
specialty physician offices on the upper
rwo levels of the building. Because of its
strategic location near the beltway, the
Lake Mead-Green Valley corridor, and
only minutes from the inpatient services
of the hospital , the medical center will
hallmark St. Rose Dominican as the primary healthcare resource in the southeastern Las Vegas Valley apd Henderson.
On January I 0, the hospital dedicated its new Clinic on Wheels (COW), a
new mobile health clinic. Classroom on
Wheels, a not-for-profit organization
that offers preschool education to at-ri sk
children in Clark County, donated the
use of its black and white, cow-spotted
school bus. Through a grant from
Catholic Healthcare West, the bus has
been partially converted and supplied
with medical eq uipment to help physicians, dentists and other health professionals perform health screenings for
students and their siblings. "Too often,
parents of preschool chi ldren , who may
have potential health problems, do not
have the financial resources or the means
to obtain check- ups for their children,"
"aid Si,tc.r Vicki Da\c~~anoro , oircc.tcrr of

mission services at St. Rose. "Clinic on
Wheels will go into the neighborhoods
and provide screenings for hearing ,
sight, dental , monitor growth patterns,
and identify any potential health problems." Referrals are then made to participating
physicians, dentists
and
optometrists who donate their services.

ELKO GENERAL HOSPITAL
Constructed as a 24-bed hospital in
1920, Elko General Hospital has grown
and expanded with the community.
There have been two major renovations ,
in 1958 and 1976, and several minor renovations. Today, the facility is licensed
for 50 acute-care beds.
Elko General Hospital offers a variety of specialty services including family practice, pediatrics, orthopedics, internal medicine, obstetrics and gynecology,
urology, general surgery, pathology,
ophthalmology, radiology and ear nose
and throat. There is a 24-hour emergency
department, as well as facilities for inpatient and outpatient surgery.
The hospital also coordinates CME
classes through the education department for the staff, as well as for other
medical professionals in the community.
Great Basin Community College is a
two-year coll ege with outreach programs for bachelor's and master 's
degrees in several fields affiliated with
the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR)
and the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas. The hospital is a clinical teaching
site for the two-year RN program , bache\m '~
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AUTISM

is treatable with early
diagnosis and intervention
Please help us reach
these Nevada children

Families for Effective
Autism Treatment
368 ... 3328
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Desert Rehabilitation Center
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Spinal Cord Injury
Adaptive Computing
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Periormance Medicine
Telephone: (702) 893-QB
Fax: {702) 893-0109

physician assistant program from the
University of Utah and UNR, medical
student clinical rotation and third-year
internal medicine residency rural rotation for the University of Nevada Sc
of Medicine.
The Hospital Board of Trustee_
Administrator Anne Rieger have
working on a master plan for the
to meet the demands of the current
ical climate and to prepare fo
changes that will be coming dow"'
road with managed care. Included planning process was the need to
with a larger organization and pri
the current county facility to a
not-for-profit operation. Rieger has
working under the direction of the
to find the right partner for the
and the community. At present, the cou ty commissioners and the hospital are ·
negotiations with Lutheran Heal
Systems, however no decision has y
been made to go with LHS.
The future of Elko General Hospit
through the the master plan and the pnvatization includes moving from the current site to a larger site and building
new facility. The hospital is current)_
working with U.S. Bureau of Lan
Management (BLM) and the county t
purchase 55 acres of BLM property.

DESERT SPRINGS
HOSPITAL
After a successful term of service
fro m 1983 to 1988, Thomas Koeni g
returned to Desert Springs Hospital as
chief executive officer in 1996, and
plan s to oversee an exciting period of
growth and development.
A new birthing center opened in
February, and is expected to soon be running at its fu ll capacity of 150 to 160
births a month. "The obstetrician s working there provided a lot of support, and
were involved in designing the center 's
policies and procedures," Koenig said. A
new outpatient surgery center also
opened in February, and will become the
new home of the Nevada Breast Center,
which houses three mammography units.
The success of the hospital 's chest
pain program has prompted an expansion
of the facility's services. "Statistically,
what we ' re doing in cardiology procedures - angioplastys, open heart surgeries
- is equal to the larger hospitals in town,
and from an outcome standpoint we' re
doing exceptionally well," said Koenig.
"New programs are also being developed
with the cooperation of cardiovascular
surgeons and other medical personnel."
Several new administrators at the
highest levels of hospital management all
joi ned the staff in 1996, with the same
goal- to once again make Desert Sprin gs
the hospital of choice in Las Vegas . "In
the 1980s, we didn ' t perform obstetrical
procedures or pediatrics, but for the
things we chose to do, we were the hospital of choice . Now, we're going to significantly expand our services into areas
we haven ' t covered before, as well as
re vitalize existing programs, such as veteran 's care and our senior care program. "

Our business ts you.

T

Since its humble beginnings in 1908 ,
Saint Mary's Health Network has grown
from a small hospital in a rowdy silverprospecting town to a full-servi ce
health- care network with 10 healthcare
facilities, a highly-recognized managed
care di vision and a thriving philanthropic foundation - all dedicated to serving
the healthcare needs of Northern
Nevadans and northeastern Californians.
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The flagship facility, Saint Mary 's
Regional Medical Center, is a 367-bed,
non-profit , full- service medical center.
Saint Mary's al so owns and operates two
ind igent care clinics, an urgent care facility and an outpatient surgery center in
Reno, as well as a community hospital in
Susanville, Calif. Saint Mary 's offers the
only inpatient/outpatient gambling
addictions treatment program in Nevada,
as well as the state's only Parish Nurse
program. Saint Mary 's Take Care-a-Van
is the area's only mobile community outreach facility that provides dental and
healthcare services to at-risk children in
Washoe County.
Established by the Dominican Sisters
of San Rafael , Saint Mary 's Health
Network is the preferred provider of
healthcare and wellness services in the
region. Dan Werner, senior vice-president
of St. Mary 's Health Network, reports that
the HMO has grown slowly but steadily
throughout its four-year history, and a
growth rate of 25 percent is projected for
1997. The number of physicians in the
affiliated High Sierra Medical Group is
also expected to increase.
''There seems to be a target on man16 Nel'ada Business .Journal •
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aged care in the legislature and right now
we' re waiting to see what they're going
to do," Werner said. "We expect to be
involved in the process, by testifying on
various bills, and making sure the legislators get a full picture of what we ' re trying to accomplish. It should be a very
interesting year."

THE VALLEY
HEALTH SYSTEM
The Valley Health System is comprised of Valley Hospital , Desert
Springs Hospital , Lake Mead Hospital
and the new Summerlin Medical Center.
"In simple terms , we ' re aligning the
services and systems of four of Las
Vegas ' finest hospitals to lower costs and
provide greater access for employees,
employers and insurers," explained
Bruce J. Wiggins, CEO of the Valley
Health System. "For consumers, that
translates directly to higher quality, and
more affordable care."
Valley Health Systems is the hub of
the Oasis Health System. Last June, CEO
Kathryn Sil ver an nounced the opening of
Oasis Man agemen t Directions , a new
manage ment
erv1ces organization

(MSO). " (It) will streamline the administration of the medical process. By using
Oasis Management Directions, physician s can focus their expertise on providing the highest quality healthcare for
their patients. "
One of the services available from the
MSO is a comprehensive practice assessment. The review incorporates an on-site
evaluation of the practice, including
patient appropriation scheduling, customer relations, records management,
patient and insurance billing and contract
management. The results from the eval~
ation , and suggestions for possible
improvements, are shared with the p~ysi
cian to improve practice management
and growth .
Complete practice manageme-·
financial services, business and -development are also available
Oasis Management Directions. The
vice utilizes the latest fully-·11·1 tel?2i~
computer systems, which contain
ble patient appointment schedulin.,.
istration and billing functions.
Thus far, Silver believes that
has been a resounding success. '·
very pleased that more and more
have come to recognize the allian
vehicle that can help them achieve
efficiency in their health plan," -""=....:.::=
Oasis is now in the process of negotiating
an alliance with St. Mary 's Hospital in
Reno, and the Northern Nevada Medical
Center, which would result in Nevada's
first statewide healthcare network.
In the midst of all this activity, Valley
Hospital is not standing still. Its network
of FastER Care and urgent care facilities
will double in 1997 from five to ten , the
number of skilled nursing beds has
increased from ten to 18, and the hospital
has added a new neonatal unit and a psychiatric unit for seniors.
"We also went back to basics ," said
Bruce Wiggins . "We started to develop
stronger relationships with primary care
physicians ; managed care is where the
market is going, and our goal is to insure
that we are the friendliest and the best."

The provider of choice for more employers, delivering quality care to over

3' 0 00

25

720' 000

Las Vegans.

of the finest physicians and medical professionals.

years of growing with Las Vegas.
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specialized centers of medical excellence.
Summerlin Medical Center

Th e Lakes Medical Center

THE LAKES MEDICAL CENTER
A state-of-the-art medical complex
featuring FASTER CARE, a full-service
primary care and urgent care facility,
and the area's finest medical specialists.
GOLDRING DIAG OSTIC D
SURGICAL CENTER
Comfortable and convenient same-day
surgery and diagnostics located next ro,
and backed by the full resources of
Valley Hospital Medical Center.
Goldring is the only free-standing
surgery center of its kind in Las Vegas.
OASIS HEALTH SYSTEM
Las Vegas' leading affiliation of
healthcare providers.

VALLEY HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
One of Nevada's largest, most advanced
acute care hospitals. Valley Hospital is
home to The Cardiac Institute, The
Health Place for Women and Children,
and many of the finest Physicians and
Surgeons in the state.
SUMMERLIN MEDICAL CENTER
Summerlin Medical Offices
are home to more than 75 of Nevada's
finest Family Practice Physicians and
Medical Specialists. Now open, an
outpatient surgery center, diagnostic
center, breast center, FASTER CARE,
and The Cancer Institute of Nevada.
Opening in 1997, a full-service, 149-bed
hospital featuring all private patient
rooms.

UNIVERSAL HEALTH NETWORK
One of Nevada's largest healthcare
networks.

PUEBLO MEDICAL CENTER
Family practice, pediatrics, internal
medicine, and FASTER CARE.

The Valley

i

'""HealthSystem'"

The Valley Health System is an integrated system of care committed to providing our
growing community with convenient access to quality healthcare, while
controlling costs through increased efficiencies.
Affiliated ";th Oasis Health System .
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Bob Burn ... Making a Difference
by Kathleen Foley

"In the past, hospitals were in the busi-.
ness of illness and injury. We waited for
people to come in the emergency room
door so we could treat their problems,"
says Bob Burn, president and chief executive officer of Washoe Health System.
"Today we focus on trying to take an active part in the community so people avoid
medical problems and lead healthier lives.
We are now in the business of promoting
health and wellness."
Bum has been president and CEO of
orthem Nevada's largest and most comprehensive healthcare system since April
of 1991. He joined the company as chief
financial officer in 1986 and was later appointed to executive vice president and
chief operating officer.
\Vashoe Health System was operated
by the county until 1985, and is now a
private, not-for-profit community owned
organization. The Washoe Health System
consists of Washoe Medical Center, insurance companies, long-term care facilities, a deli and restaurant, pharmacy, fitness center, uniform shop and several other
faci lities. Bum estimates it employs 3,200
people among its various entities.
Trained as a CPA, Bum says healthcare
was a great career choice for him because
it gives him an opportunity to see the human side of business that many accountants miss. "It' s helpful to anybody in business to have some background in finance,"
he states. "In addition, my role on the
board of Washoe Health System carries
with it many fiduciary responsibilities. Still,
it's gratifying to be around the humanistic
side of business. We see some of the down
side of life in the healthcare field, and
there are some health problems you can ' t
do anything about, but that just gives me
an extreme desire to fix the things we can
do something about."
According to Bum, the focus of Washoe

Bob Bum
President and Chief Executive Officer
Washoe Health System

"We 're a famJly of healthcare
professionals who believe a
healthy community is our
responsibility, our mission. ''
- Bob Burn
Health System is on creating a healthier
community. It offers a wide range of integrated healthcare services, from pregnancy
and pediatrics to Northern Nevada's only
designated trauma center, to heart and cancer centers. "We' re more than a hospital ,"
explains Bum. "We can also manage your
whole famil y's healthcare. Whether you
want to gain control over a chronic health
problem or just learn ways to live healthier,
we have the programs and services to help.
And to keep people healthy and out of the
hospital , we inform the public about
issues like wearing seatbelts and not
smoking. We' re a family of healthcare
professionals who believe a healthy com-

munity is our responsibility, our mi ssion."
Bum believes educating the public is
one of the keys to helping individuals improve their health and well-being. The
Washoe Health Resource Center provides
information about health through reference
books and articles, as well as access via
computers to national collections of he<.tlth
information. He estimates 700 people a
month use the library . The annual Kid
Safe safety fair provides hands-on training to children on topics ranging from first
aid to babysitting training, and. from personal safety to drug/alcohol abuse. The
Healing Arts Festival is a two-week event
at Washoe Medical Center designed to increase awareness of healing arts outside
the usual mainstream treatments, including the arts, pet therapy and m
"These things have proven to be hel
the healing proces :· a rdin-=
B
"They can be valuable ad ili
we're already doing.'·
Other branches of Washoe Health System are Washoe Heart Health Center,
Washoe Cancer Center, Washoe Therapy
Center and Washoe Diabetes Health Center. Washoe Nutrition Counseling provides
a full range of nutrition counseling and
therapy, Health Works Fitness Center is a
full-service health club, and Washoe
Poison Center is the region's only Poison
Control Center.
"The three things that drive us are service, quality and cost effectiveness," states
Bum. "We place a great deal of emphasis
on being a good service organization.
People deserve excellent service, and that' s
what we are dedicating ourselves to providing. As for cost effectiveness, statistics
from the Reno Chamber of Commerce
have shown the cost of healthcare in the
region has actually been decreasing over
the last three years. We are beginning to
make a difference."
•
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Valley Hospital Medical Center:
Keeping pace with Southern Nevada~s Growth
This year, Valley Hospital Medical Center, the cornerstone of The Valley Health
System , is celebrating 25 years of growing with the Las Vegas community. As
the need for additional healthcare services
has arisen, Valley Hospital has responded
through the expansion of its Faster Care
network and the construction of a new
Level III Neonatal Intensive Care Unit.
Valley Hospital 's new Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, scheduled to open later
this year, will provide care and services
for those infants with seriously low birth
weights, prematurity, and respiratory problems or infections. The $3 million expansion of The Health Place for Women and
Children includes four more labor and delivery rooms, and will bring the total square
footage of the hospital to 410,000. In addition to the new physical aspects of The
Health Place for Women and Children is a
program called Mother/Baby Care, which
allows healthy babies to stay with their
mothers through their entire hospital stay.
In earl y 1996, a new Faster Care location was added to provide urgent care and
family practice to Lakes area residents.
Later in the year additional locations were
added on the east and west sides of Las
Vegas. Currently there are five Faster Care
locations and plans are to double that figure to ten in 1997. Consumers can utilize
the Faster Care network for minor illness
or injury, at convenient hours, with no
appointment necessary .
Valley Hospital maintains the only air
ambulance service in Southern Nevada.
Flight for Life' s service area includes the
four-state area of Nevada, Utah, Arizona
and California.
Last year Valley Hospital Medical Center unveiled its newly upgraded Flight for
20 Nevada Business journal •
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Life BO lOS ·helicopter. This newer aircraft was a major change in the design and
capabilities of Flight for Life. A blade upgrade system increases the helicopter' s efficiency and provides more lift when temperatures are high.
The Senior Advantage program at Valley Hospital was expanded last year to
invite adults 50 and older to join the free
benefit program. "Previously the program
was for those 65 and older, but we wanted
to offer our services to more individuals,
especially now that our Senior Advantage
Resource Center in Sun City has opened,"
said Marti Stefanowiez, program coordinator at Valley Hospital. Benefits include
a free prescription card program. access to
seminars and health fairs discounts in the
hospital cafeteria, free Medicare counseling, free exercise classes and blood pressure screenings.
Because of the debilitating and often fatal consequences of depression in the elderly, the hospital has opened 1be Geriatric

Center for Behavioral Medicine. Medical
director Sean Duffy, M.D. stated "By accurately identifying depression in the elderly
and getting these individuals to seek professional help, many recei ve successful
treatment so that this special time of life
can become happier and more rewarding."
The population growth in Las Vegas
has been shifting to the west over the last
several years and Roger Collins, CEO/
managing director of Valley Hospital foresees that trend to continue. Valley Hospital, will help support that population growth
by adding the hospital services consumers
need. "My goal as managing director is to
keep Valley Hospital on the cutting edge
ofhealthcare by providing the best in technology, physicians, staff and care to our
patients," said Collins. "Las Vegas is a
very unique city with a diverse population . I recognize that healthcare is
constantly changing, and will strive to
respond to the changing healthcare needs
of Las Vegans."
•
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MOVING TO NEVADA

An Open Letter From Some
Residents of Margaret Rose
Residential Care Center...
To

Companies reported
by the Nevada Commission
on Economic Development:

anyone interested in assisted living'

. ed every day
"Before I noved here I cr1
•
·
person
Now trri daughter says I'm l1ke a new
•"
BeaK.

"I wish I could go door to door and tell
u ... ~n::.t Rose
I I 11 never leave
people about ~~~--•
here. It'S wonderful."

Florence

c.

.
her
~~-·'re all
is so mce
e · • · • ~..vx
so friendlY and helpful."

"EverYbOdY

D?rothy R.

'urhe food is so good I could

b ·
a date."
rmQ'

Gerald P.
"I just have three words.·· .Hate

sweet

Hate "
•

Phil B.

If you or someone you know is in need of
assisted care, look into Margaret Rose. Don't take
our word for it, ask the people who live here.
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The following companies
have recently located to Nevada.

Oakley, Inc., a manufacturer of sunglasses will be located in a 60,000 squarefoot facility in Lyon County. The company
will employ 60 people.
Fortifiber Corp. has established their
corporate offices in Incline Village. · Jhe
firm will occupy 14,000 square feet of
office space and employ 15.
Quicksilver De ~elo pment Co., a
secured manufacturer of electronic components, will employ 20 workers in a Carson
City facility.
McCrann Paper West built a 55,000square-foot facility in Las Vegas to manufacture plastic products. The facility will
employ 55 people.
Companies reported by Northern
Nevada Development Authority:
Diversified Books will occupy 9,000
square feet in Carson City. The book cover
manufacturer will employ six people.
Standard Fasteners, a manufacturer of
screw machine products plans to build a
5,000-square-foot facility in Moundhouse
where the company will employ four.
Sigma Precision Manufacturer, Ltd.,
a custom machine shop, will employ four
in Carson City in a new 3,000-square-foot
facility.
Mcintosh Cams, a Swiss cam specialist, will occupy a 3,000-square-foot facility
located in Carson City where the company
will employ six.
Real Time Designs, a manufacturer of
video monitoring equipment recently located in a 2,000-square- foot facility in
Minden and staffed by four employees.
JBS Machine Inc. will build a 6,000square-foot facility in Moundhouse. The custom machine shop will employ four.
•
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The 360° Connection
by Tom Dye

360° Communications executive Kraig
Pyer envisions a day when nearly everybody in the United States will have a
cellular telephone.
He also predicts people will no longer
have to deal with separate companies for
their telephone, computer, satellite, or cable
television service. One company will provide all these services and consumers will
only have to make one monthly payment.
Pyer, general manager of market operations in Las Vegas, is confident 360° Communications will be in the forefront of
delivering combined telecommunications
services to consumers. Meanwhile, 360°
will work toward another goal, to persuade
the public that having a cellular phone
is a necessity.
-our goal is to get a phone like this in
~· body's hands," said Pyer, pointing
e of the company ' s smallest pocketcellular phones. "That time will come
r than you think," he added.
1be company, which operates the larg::- cellular network in Clark County and
lo s 275 people locally, is expand.::- 360° is combining its local sales
d uppo rt operations and its Wes·ern regional headquarters into one
-square-foot facility located in the
n ghes Airport Center, near McCarran
ternational Airport.
The Chicago-based company evolved
- m Centel Corp.'s cellular operations
. hi h started the first network in Southem evada in 1986. Centel merged with
print Corp. in 1992, and in March of last
~·ear the combined company spun off its
ellular network as a separate operation
with a new name: 360° Communications.
The name relates to the 360 degrees of a
ircle, which is symbolic of the complete
telecommunications service the company
plans to provide, Pyer said.

There are a lot of people here
who like the latest and greatest technology. People are less
conservative and more willing
to try new things.
-Kraig Pyer

In keeping with its plan to diversify, the
company now offers paging service to its
customers. The pagers display incoming
numbers and give clients messages about
calls which have been routed through
their voice mail. The company is also one
of the first cellular networks to offer
"Caller ID" which allows customers to
know who is calling before answering the
phone. 360° customers can also link their
phones with services that transmit data
sports scores, stock quotes and other
specialized information.
360° already has long-di tance residential telephone service and will be looking
into diversifying into areas uch as providing Internet computer access and

satellite television service to customers as
well. They are currently working on a plan
to establish co nve ntional residential
telephone service in Las Vegas. But
the cellular telephone is still 360°' s
main business .
The company ' s network now has more
than I00 cellular transmission sites. Its
network covers Clark County with a quality of service which was not possible in
the early stages of the technology when it
had only a few cell sites.
The network uses the latest in digital
technology which allows 360° to increase
its customer capacity. The expansion
of the network prevents the "dead spots"
in the cellular system which cause calls
to fade out.
Las Vegas is a productive market for
360° because about 30 percent of the population has cellular service compared to 8
percent nationally, Pyer said. Another trend
in Las Vegas is that 95 percent of customers use hand-held phones , rather than
phones installed in cars. Nationally, 60
percent prefer car phones .
According to Pyer, Las Vegas residents
are more willing to try the latest in technology and are on the move more than
people in other areas because of the
community's phenomenal growth.
"There are a lot of people here who like
the latest and greatest technology. People
are less conservative and more willing to
try new things," he added.
"Local businesses have discovered that
cellular phones have become a necessity
to stay in touch with customers and make
rapid decisions. They consider the technology imperative to increase business and
revenue growth," Pyer said.
"Business people use cellular phones
while walking up and down the Las Vegas
Strip and during business meetings ."
March 1997 •
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For a limited time, Nevada Business Journal is
offering one page advertorials. The advertorials
are printed on two sides, read like news articles,
and are the perfect way to tell your story.
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"My doctor says caffeine makes me tense ."

Business customers often pay more than
$200 for a package of cellular services,
but 360° also has a plan for customers
who use the service only occasionally at
$11.95 a month.
"Probably the most dominant reason
why cellular phones are so popular in Las
Vegas is our rates ," said Pyer, noting the
lowest rate is about one-third of what customers pay in other markets.
The market for the non-business users
is still largely untapped. People buy cellular phones to stay in contact with family
and friends when they are out and about.
They want phones for security reasons.
Cell phones give them communication
capabilities in case their car breaks down
or they become the victim of a crime,
Pyer stated.
"I know families in which the parents
and children all have cellular phones," says
Pyer, who believes more people will find
reasons to keep a phone in their pocket.
"The company has strengths in its retail
network of 14 company-owned stores and
its more than I 00 dealership locations in
Las Vegas," Pyer said. This network gives
th.a.~-.run tp'l.nl .1 'l. ~v'?nnrv'<..•a.. ~.hruv. "'-'Ulf3 UTI n;-c.,

latest in cellular technology, such as a
.: .J -ounce Motorola phone that is the size
-a wallet, has a digital display and will
ibrate instead of ring so as not to disturb
people nearby .
. ationally, 360° expanded at nearly a
.!0 percent rate last year and has more than
__) million customers. It ranks second to
an Francisco-based Airtouch among publi I -traded cellular companies. 360° operates in more than 100 markets in 16
states and has a minority interest in cellular networks in 52 other markets, including s uch cities as Chicago, III., Houston,
Texas., Orlando, Fla., and Richmond, Va.
The company 's strength is in metropolitan
areas in the Southeast, Southwest and Midtlantic states.
•
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SPEAKING FOR NEVADA

Initiatives in the Healthcare Debate
by Congressman John Ensign

Last August, Congress took the first step
in unlocking the mystery of affordable and
available healthcare with the passage of the
Healthcare Portability and Accountabi lity
Act of 1996. This bill makes significant
strides to help workers move from job to
job without losing their health insurance,
and removes many of the obstacles that
preexisting conditions present. The focus
of the last Congress was to approach reform in incremental steps, rather than in
one sweeping change. The focus of the new
I 05th Congress will be to continue this
positive incremental change in an effort to
expand coverage and keep costs down .
The key word in the healthcare debate
today is competition. As a veterinarian, I
am acutely familiar with the impact of competition on my business. Veterinarians enter practice with virtually the same level of
medical training and utilize the same drugs,
procedures, and instruments that physicians
use; yet, the medical inflation factored into
my costs has been almost nonexistent over
the last I 0 years. An office visit at my
animal hospital cost $17 in 1987-today a
visit still costs $17! Now, back to human
medicine. The House Ways and Means
Health Subcommittee, of which I am very
excited to be a member, has not stopped
looking for ways to bring this same type of
competition to all levels of group and
individual healthcare markets. A giant step
in this direction has already been taken
with the creation of Medical Savings
Accounts (MSAs). MSAs were a controversial part of last year' s healthcare bill
because they represented new thinking in
the delivery of healthcare - in short, they
empower the person receiving care rather
than an insurance company.
Here's how they work. Think of MSAs
as an Individual Retirement Acco unt
(IRA) for medical expen ses . Like an IRA,
26 Nevada Busi ness journal •
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Congressman John Ensign
an MSA contains pre-tax money for the
benefit of an individual and can be taken
from job to job. The money in the MSA
is for the purpose of paying medical expenses in conjunction with a high-deductible health plan, or a health plan
with an annual deductible of at least
$1 ,500 and not more than $2,r O for individual coverage. The combination of a
limited cash fund to pay fo r routine
medical costs and a high-dedu tible plan
to cover non-routine health needs ''ill
have a number of positive e ffe . Th
with MSAs will have more ay in meown healthcare decisions. They \\ill
able to choose their own doctor or
tal and see a chiropractor, acupun
or other practitioners of ahem~ - .
medicine. As incentive_ any _ ~ _
amount not spent in any gi en _
automatically carried over to the
year and may continue to be built u •
free. For the market, indivi dual
consciousness will produce thee

increased competition and lower prices.
For those interested in this marketbased option , don ' t hesitate too long to
act. MSAs went into effect on the first of
the year, but overall enrollment is limited . After 750 ,000 health p lans are
switched to MSAs, no new enrollment
will be allowed except for the currently
uninsured . To establish an MSA, those
who are self-employed or small business
employers with an average of 50 or fewer
employees may conlact an insurance
company, bank, or IRA trustee to be an
MSA trustee or custodian. Congress will
look to expand MSAs in the future, if
they work, to expand coverage and lower
costs as expected.
The highest priority of the Health Subcommittee in the I 05th Congress will be
saving Medicare from impending bankruptcy. As Congress attempted to do in
1995, the Medicare program must be allowed to take advantage of healthcare initiatives common throughout the rest of the
pri vate market. Medicare is currently paying too much for healthcare provided to
our senior citizens and, once corrected, the
program will be solvent for the next lO
ears. A politically red hot issue, Mediare is critical to the quality of li fe of more
rhan 40 million individuals nationwide
and drives a good portion of the private
healthcare market as well.
One of the ways we hope to modernize the Medicare system , other than enuring that we get our money ' s worth for
quality care, is by introducing preventive measures to the basic Medicare benefi . Health maintenance organizations
d other risk contractors routinely offer
road range of preventive care benefits
ir health plans because it' s better
the patient and more cost-effective
e insurance company. Medicare

should do the same. For that reason ,
Congress will attempt to expand benefits
to include such things as colon and prostate cancer screenings, annual pap smear
screenings, and diabetes self management services.
Along with the push for Medicare coverage of preventive medicine, I have introduced legislation to provide for annual
mammograms for Medicare-eligible
women over age 65. Women over age 40
are much more susceptible to breast cancer, and the American Cancer Society recommends annual mammograms for
women over age 50. Yet, Medicare currently provides mammogram screenings
only every other year for women over 65.
My bill , H.R. 418 (the Breast Cancer
Early Detection Act of 1997) will correct
this inequity in the Medicare system, provide higher quality care to beneficiaries,

and save the program money.
The I05th Congress will also be looking to ward reform s in medical malpractice and product liability. The overwhelming cost of medical malpractice
insurance increases the cost of physician
services. Frivolous product liability lawsuits keep new medical instruments from
coming to market and increase the cost
of those medical devices that do make it.
Congress must take action to make
health insurance more affordable for
small businesses and the self-employed,
since this is where the bulk of employees work. With unemployment rates in
Nevada below the national average, there
is no excuse for the state to be leading
the country in the number of citizens
who are without health insurance coverage. Most employers want to provide
health insurance benefits because having

healthy empl oyees who don ' t have to
worry daily about what will happen when
they, or their children, get sick represents good business.
Clearly, the healthcare problem has not
been completely solved. We have many
other vulnerable populations who are
dra stically underse r ved or without
healthcare altogether. Healthcare for lowincome mothers, preventive healthcare
(immunizat ions and de ntal care) for
young children and continuing healthcare
for individuals between retirement and
Medicare eligibility are still significant
problems for the country and for
Nevada. Solutions to these problems
would already be implemented if they
were easy. But solutions are possible if
we address the problems one by one and
look for incremental solutions, both at
the federal and state levels.
•

\Vhen you put the name "Columbia" in front of a hospital you put the
name in front of everything in that hospital. That means:
"Columbia" physicians who are leaders in their respective fields,

"Columbia" nurses dedicated to the compassionate care of every patient.

"Columbia" state-of-the-art technology and know-how,

and "Columbia" equipment, some of the finest in the healthcare world.

CCOLUMBIJr
Sunrise Hospital and Medical Center
Sunrise Children's Hospital
Sunrise MountainView Hospital
SeWng the standard. every day.

Tt all adds up to the ~ghest quality care for you and your fam ily.
That's why we're called Colum bia Sunrise Hospital and Medical
Center and Columbia Sunrise M.ountainView Hospital. We
know what comes with the Colum bia name ...quality.
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business starts with a healthy you.
With all of your commitments at
work, the last thing you need is
an illness to push you off schedule. So count on Desert Springs
Hospital to provide you with the
care you need.
At Desert Springs Hospital, we
have some of the top physicians,
nurses, facilities and
programs in Southern
evada - from our
full-service ER, to our
new Maternity Center,
to our Chest Pain
Center, to our
"Call for Health"
answer line.
o matter what
your health needs,
Desert Springs Hospital makes
your well-being our business.

DESERT SPRJNGS
HOSPITAL
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Flamingo Rd.
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Tropicana AYe.

2075 E. Flamingo Road, Las Vegas

Call for Health
102) 733-6875

Main umber
(702) 733-8800

point-to-point connection that is active for
the duration of the call, just like traditional land-line telephone service. Unfortunately, these features of analog technology often result in distorted or dropped
calls, busy signals caused by inefficient
and overburdened networks, and unsecure
transmissions that can be monitored easily (and illegally) by others.
Pure digital transmission used by
PCS handles phone calls as a stream of
digital information in the same way a
computer handles its data. Voice conversations are encoded into distortion-free
digital bytes and then travel through the
PCS network using advanced packet
switching, which manages many bursts
of data simultaneously. PCS 's efficient
call management can handle many times
the capacity of an analog system , and
because it's pure digital, PCS provides
reliable static-free connections, fewer
dropped calls and unprecedented protection from eavesdropping and fraud.
PCS 's digital nature also allows for the
combination of advanced features like
mobile data, paging and messaging services all on the same single handset.

While these digital benefits are nice, they
are at most a modest upgrade from existing analog cellular systems. Look a little
closer, however, and the possibilities of
PCS that hold greater promise begin to
reveal themselves as graceful solutions
to common communications problems.
How many phone numbers do you
have? Start adding them up: a work number, a work fax number, a home number,
a home fax number, a car phone number,
a hand-held cellular number, a voice mail
number and a pager number. Don ' t forget
to add in your e-mail address as yet
another place where someone can contact
you. PCS's advanced call management
allows you to have a single phone number
that follows you wherever you go. And
you can go most anywhere in the world
since 92 countries worldwide have agreed
to international PCS roaming.
PCS 's inherent intelligence can discriminate between the type of call (voice
vs. data) and route it appropriately. It can
alert you to who is calling using Caller ID.
If you wish, it can even screen out lowpriority calls and send them to voice mail.
Have you ever sat in your driveway

talking on your cellular phone? As you
approach your home or office, PCS will
be able to detect the presence of your traditional wireline (or land-line) phone service and automatically switch itself over
to it, saving you money. PCS even has the
ability to save your life. Using a combination of microcomputerization and storage
card technology, PCS devices can sto_re a
variety of information on a removable
"Smart Card." A user 's personal service
profile, telephone directory, or even medical history can be stored on a PCMCIA
card in the handset. So the day may not be
too far off when emergency personnel will
look for a PCS device as quickly as they
look for a pulse. This smart card can also
be removed to prevent unauthorized use
of the handset 'or ' to switch billing information between phones. All this, seamlessly, with a single phone number and a
single handset.
Depending on the PCS provider and
the location, some of the!l,~ advanced features mentioned might not be in place for
a while. But you won't have to wait long
- PCS is expected in two years to reach a
level of wireless service that took the

Otherwise, we have a few points
that may be of interest to you.
With Health Plan of Nevada, your
employees will have access to
some of the most comprehensive
coverage available. Coverage that
includes preventive care such as
well-child care and immunizations and health education services like our smoking cessation
program.
Your employees also have
access to some of Nevada's finest

medical facilities and physicians.
Physician visits are easy. The
member makes a nominal copayment at the time of service. No
claim forms, no paperwork. Just
part of our commitment to quality,
convenient health care. It takes
Nevada's oldest and largest HMO
to deliver this kind of service.
Call us so we can tell you why
with us, you could have one of

the best health plans in Nevada.
Please call 871-0999 in the Las
Vegas area or (800) 477-4542 in
northern Nevada.

"How you feel means everything to us."
"am No. 21 .NV97.042

..

HEALTH PLAN OF NEVADA, INC ...
A member of Sierra Hcallh Services. Inc.

SAINT

MARY'S

HEALTH

NETWORK

Imagine a better

healtli care system.
We did .
. Hospitals . Health plans.
www.SaintMarysReno.com

cellular industry nearly a decade to reach.
And if these robust call and data management features are not enough, then consider them just a preview to yet an even
larger picture: wireless digital television.
Using the same spectrum ( J880MHz
to 1990Mhz) and technol ogy as it does
for voice and data communications, PCS
will eventually be able to deliver wireless digital video to television s and other
communication devices. Superior in
quality to cable TV, PCS will compete
with other video services like the
increasingly popular 18" Direct Broadcast Satellite systems. Because the wideband signal would operate over PCS 's
advanced two-way communications network, even more sophisticated applications like interactive television , Internet
access, and video on-demand would be
possible. Some PCS providers plan to
make this wireless digital television
available to homes later this year.
If PCS is indeed a communications
revolution, and considering that no revolution would be complete without a few
battles, then PCS providers can expect to
go head-to-head with other companies
that offer competing systems . T.bP. .most
ignificant challenge to PCS providers is
expected to come from those companies
that support another version of wireless
digital networking called Code Division
Multiple Access or COMA. While
COMA has only been tested on a limited
basis and requires a special dual-function
cellular/digital handset that switches
back and fort.h between the two systems,
it has the advantage of integrating into
existing analog cellular systems. PCS 's
standard, called Global System for
Mobile Communications or GSM , requires completely new equipment, but it
already has a proven track record of performance and reliability among nearly 12
million users. The GSM standard also
provides for the brain or smart card in
PCS handsets that allows user data storage and prevents unauthorized use. Keep
in mind as well that PCS is 100 percent
digital meaning all PCS information is
transmitted as bytes of data. Hybrid "digital cellular" systems merely overlay
some digital features onto older analog
cellular sys tems, which then results in

calls with typical cellular problems like
static, cross-talk, dropping and cloning.
One of the first ten PCS providers in
the nation - Pacific Bell Mobile Services
- plans to activate its PCS network in
Southern Nevada during the first quarter
of this year, with Northern Nevada coming online by mid- 1997. Its phones and
network services will be marketed under
the Nevada Bell Mobile Services brand.
Michael Fitzpatrick, president and CEO
of Pacific Telesis Enterprises which oversees Pacific Bell Mobile Services, has
some very aggressive goals for PCS: "It's
my intention to transform wireless telephones from a business perk to a mass
market standard ... by the year 2000."
Bold, yes, but not unreasonable considering his company spent almost $700 million for PCS licenses that blanket
California and Nevada. How does he
expect to do this? By bringing a "quantum
advance" in affordability and quality.
"The price points will be that good. That
much better than cellular," Fitzpatrick
says. Pacific Bell Mobile Services expects
to offer better sound quality, better service
and advanced PCS features at a price I 0
JD :JD pe..r.ce.w Jess ~tJX?.t;t .CtJ\.t;''Jt.e.ra-...tJ.\5\?a,t c-e.,l,tu'lar service. This pricing structure is
intended to encourage the ubiquitous use
of the service, rather than discourage use
as typical cellular service does through its
higher prices.
The future of PCS appears to be
bright. The Personal Communications
Industry Association (PCIA) forecasts 15
million subscribers to broadband PCS by
the year 2000 and nearly 40 million subscribers by 2005. Because more licensed
PCS providers are allowed in each market (nine PCS providers versus two cellular providers), greater competition will
drive prices down further encouraging
even greater growth. You will even be
able to buy your PCS handset ready to go
right off the shelf from your favorite
electronic or office supply super-store.
PCS providers claim purchasing PCS
will be as easy as "buying an electric
toothbrush. " And based on the strong
combination of PCS features and economics, it would not be surprising if in
the next three years, millions of people
discover first hand they are right.
•

"Oh, you must
already have
HEALTH PLAN
OF NEVADA."

Tai Chi
Classes Now
Forming!
- REDVCE STRESS - CiET IN SHAPE INCREASE CoNFIDENCE-IMPROVE CoNCENTRATION-

3025 Desert Inn Rd., Suite 7
Las Vegas, Nevada 89121
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New medical imaging
center underway
Steinberg Diagnostic Medical Imaging
Center recently broke gro und o n
a 27 ,000-square-foot imaging center in
the northwest adjacent to Sunrise
Mountainview Hospital. Participating in
ceremonial ground-breaking activities
were doctors Mark Winkl er, David
Steinberg and Leon Steinberg.

DOE extends
Yucca Mountain
public comment period
The U.S. Department of Energy has
extended the public comment period on
its proposal to amend Yucca Mountain
siting guidelines to March 17. The guidelines will be used to determine the suitabi lity of the site for development as a
disposal repository for spent nuclear fuel
and high-level radioactive waste. For
more information call toll-free 1-800967-3477.

Governor's higher
education budget
leads nation
Governor Bob Miller's 1997-1999 biennial budget fo r the University and Community College System of Nevada
(UCCSN) leads the nation in its support
of higher education. The governor's
proposed budget for the UCCSN provides for the continuation of programs
and services throughout the system,
expanded student access and other key
in itiatives sought by the UCCSN Board
of Regents. It constitutes an 18.1 percent
increase over state general and one-shot
funding for the 1995-1997 biennium ,
representing an additional $89.5 million
in general fund support.

PBL sets sites
on Showboat
Showboat, Inc., recently an nounced it
34 Nevada Business Journal •
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Steinberg Diagnostic Medical Imaging Center partners (I -r) Drs. Mark Winkler, David
Steinberg and Leon Steinberg break ground at site of a new imaging center in Las Vegas
Tech Center in Northwest Las Vegas.
has reached an agreement in principle
with Publishing & Broadcasting Limited
(PBL) for that company to acq ui re a significant portion of Showboat Inc.'s interests in its casino operations in Sydney,
Australia. The transaction dictates PBL
will acquire approximately 55 million
ordi nary shares of Sydney Harbour
Casino Holdings Limited while a
subsidiary of Showboat, Inc. will continue to own approximately 80 million ordinary shares of that property. The transaction i subject to the execution of definiti e azreements and government and
regulatory approvals.

Air cargo up
at Reno/Tahoe
International Airport
The amount of freight and mail being
flown in and out of the Renorrahoe
International Airport experienced doubl~
digit growth last year. In 1996, air cargo
increased 30 percent over the previous
year for a total of 73 ,977,262 pounds.
A 33 percent increase was posted in
December 1996 over the same month in
1995. The growth in air cargo has facilitated the construction of a new air cargo
distribution facility to be completed in

The care you want.
June of this year. According to a study
conducted by the University of Nevada,
Reno last year, the Ren o-Tahoe International Airport contributes $3. 1 bill ion
annually to the local economy.

Bausch & Lomb
retains R&R
Advertising
The Moscow and Kiev offices of R&R
Advertising have been hired by Bausch
& Lomb to help the optical giant expand
advertising to the 20 largest cities in
Russia and Ukraine in 1997. The advertising agency is planning a multi-media
advertising campaign, targeting young
women, that heavily emphasizes comfort
and healthy vision .

Food service
distribution center
planned for Hughes
Cheyenne Center

ment community's 60- to 90-bed ski lled
nursing unit.

New hangars underway at Executive
Air Terminal
Construction recentl y began o n two
corporate hangars at the Las Vegas
Executive Air Terminal. Situated west of
Run way 19 on Tropicana Avenue at
McCarran International Airport, the
hangars will include office space for
Eagle Canyon Airlines and other aviation-related tenants. Construction is
slated for completion in March, 1997.
Eagle Aviation Group, owner of the air
terminal , is in the process of obtaining
permits for an additio nal hangar,
scheduled to begin construction in the
first quarter of this year.

With a new facility and the very latest in
state-of-art equipment and critical care
technology Lake Mead Hospital Medical
Center offers a new generation of health care
for a new generation of

evadans.

~= LAKE MEAD HOSPITAL

MEDICAL CENTER
AN AFFILIATE OF ORNDA HEALTHCORP

1409 E. Lake Mead • North Las Vegas

Faster SBA loan
approvals

National food service distributor RykoffSexton, Inc. recently purchased a 26.78acre parcel of land at Hughes Cheyenne
Center, a 209-acre master-planned industrial park in North Las Vegas being
developed by the Howard Hu ghes
Corporation . Construction is slated for
completion in November for the
250,000-square-foot food serv ice
di stribution center which will employ
approximately 250 people.

MassMutual Life Insurance Company
and the Small Business Admi ni stration
(SBA) have formed a strategic alliance
to help loan applicants secure approvals
in record time using life insurance policies as collateral. The program can iss ue
most small business owners life insurance within ten business days. Using the
policy as collateral, the applicant can
then qualify for SEA-backed loans to
open a business, buy real estate, expand
operations or meet other business needs.

Continuing care
retirement
community planned
for Gardnerville

Comstock Bank
records 30 percent
profit increase

Virginia Creek Development recently
began off-site construction for a I 0-acre
contin uing care retirement community in
Garnerville. Upon completion in May,
1998, the facility will provide accommo~
dations for approximately 200 se ni ors,
with residences for independent living,
assisted li ving, skilled nursing, respite
and dementia care. Barton Memorial
Hospital is the healthcare provider for
project and will manage the retire-

Technology
you can trust.

Reno-based Comstock Bank, In c.,
recently reported a 25 percent increase in
net income for the fourth quarter of 1996
and a 30 percent increase in net income
for the year. Assets and deposits both
increased 18 percent from 1995 year end
levels and portfolio loans increased more
than 15 percent. For the 12 months ending Dec. 31 , 1996, net income was $2.1
million , or 94 cents per share, compared
to $1.6 million, or 85 cents per share, for
the previous year.
•
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

Gretchen Davenport
has been named manager
of marketing support for
Sullivan & Knott, Inc.,
a Las Vegas-based busi ness and investment real
estate company. In addiGretchen Davenport
tion to coordinating the
firm ' s marketing activities , Davenport
serves as the corporate compliance
manager. The firm also announced that
James T. Saint, CCIM
has joined the company
as a direct o r. Saint
specializies in turning
around distressed properties and enhancing the
value of real estate portfolios
for corporate and
James T. Saint
individual investors.

Merica
Dickerson
Advertising and Public Relations recently
welcomed tw o new
staff members. Chuck
Johnston, former director of account services
Chuck Johnston
for Thomas Puckett Advertising, has joined the firm as account
supervisor. Johnson , a University of Nevada graduate, has an extensive background in advertising,
marketing and public relations. Morgen
Torbett, a native of
Ohio , has joined the
agency as traffic coordinator. Torbett was
Morgen Torbett
formerly a promotions
supervisor for Texas Station Casino.

Las Vegas Business
Bank recently promoted
Gregory Manley to
executive vice president.
Manley , who has been
with the bank since it
opened in 1995 , will
GregoryManley
continue to serve as the
bank ' s chief credit officer. Involved in
the Southern Nevada banking industry
for more than 20 years, Manley was formerly vice president in business banking
with Bank of America.

Suzzanne Brubaker
has joined Arthur
Andersen LLP' s Las
Vegas office as director of individual services . Before joining
the Las Vegas office,
Suzzanne Brubaker
Brubaker was a senior
manager in family wealth planning and
perso na l financial planning at the
company 's Los Angeles office. Her new
duti es will include personal financial
pl anning with executives and closely held
business owners.

Veteran gaming executive W. Dan Reichartz
has been named president/COO for Majestic
Resorts, LLC , the company that developed and
owns the Boomtown Las
w. Dan Reichartz Vegas Hotel and Casino
property. Reichartz served for nearly a
decade as president of Caesars Palace,
Las Vegas and previously was vice president and general manager of the WaldorfAstoria Hotel in New York City.
){, Nevada Business Journal •
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TIME Magazine has
na med David J.
Willden , owner-CFO,
of Wilden ' s Pride
Dodge, Inc. , in Las
Yegas as a rec\p\ent
of the 1997 TIME
David J. Willden
Magazine Quality
Dealer Award. Willden is one of only
63 dealers, from more than 20,500 nationwide , to be nominated for the
magazine' s 28th national award. Spon-

sored in association with Goodyear and
in cooperation with the National Automobile Dealers Association, the annual
award recognizes outstanding new car
dealers for exceptional performance in
their dealerships and distinguished
community service.
R&R/PBN employee
Cindy Dreibelbis has
been named to fill the
newly-created position of
managing director of the
agency ' s Las Vegas
office. Currently R&R/
CindyDreibelbis
PBN's media director,
Dreibelbis, who has been with the full service advertising agency for a decade,
will be responsible for overseeing
the daily operation of the Las Vegas
office. She assumes many of the former
duties of Mary Ann Mele, who was
recently promoted to corporate executive vice president.
Grant G. Murray, with
more than 30 years of
experience in the airline
and aviation services industry, has joined Eagle
Aviation as president.
Murray will be involved
Grant G. Murray
in the long-range planning and day-to-day operations for Eagle
Canyon Airlines, Inc. , Eagle Jet Charter,
Inc. and the Eagle Aviation Maintenance
Division. He was fomerly executive vice
president for Mercury Air Group and regional vice president at Western Airlines.
Reno-based Comstock Bank recently
announced three promotions and
addition to its management staff. Jerry
McKissack, specializing in constructi
finance , has joined the bank a
mortgage loan officer at the MindeGardnerville lending center. Promoti include Loretta Campbell to assi

vice president at the Carson City branch,
and Robert Hemsath and Jackie
Entrekin to senior vice presidents working out of the Reno office.

The Board of Regents of the University
and Community College System of
Nevada recently approved a second
three-year contract for Chancellor RichardS. Jarvis. The contract award was

the culmination of an extensive periodic
evaluation of the Chancellor by an evaluation committee of the Board of Regents.
The Chancellor's new contract will begin the first of July .

Steven L. Wise

JMA Architecture Studios has recently
elevated two veteran architects to associates of the firm . Steven L. Wise and
Larry H. Staples, with a combined 30
years of experience in architecture, will
function as project managers and continue to be an integral part of the firm's
design management teams.
Las Vegas native Kent
Harding is a new vice
president-loan officer at
Sun State Bank's
Henderson/Green Valley regional lending and
banking center. Harding
Kent Harding
came to the community
business bank from the former First Intate Bank where he started in 1984 as
- ·eller, advancing to a vice president's
- ·ition in 1994.
Amil International of
Nevada announced that
Gib Gerlach has been
appointed as regional
manager. His duties for
the managed healthcare
company includes supervision of Ami! Intertiona!' s Southern Nevada sales force
d new member acquisition. Prior to
_ ining the company, Gerlach served as
. · e president of sales forMed One before
- acquisition by Sierra Health Services.
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Comprehensive Programs:
• Chemical Dependency
• Depression
• Bipolar Disorders
• Marriage & Family Issues
• Anger/Impulse Control
• Women's Groups
• Compulsive Gambling
• Counseling Services in Spanish

Levels of Core That Fit Your Needs:
• Individual & Group Outpatient Counseling
• Intensive Outpatient Treatment
• In Patient & Acute Care

Three Convenient Locations
• 2972 S. Rainbow Blvd.
• 3663 E. Sunset Rd.
• 7000 W. Spring Mountain Rd.

Treatment for all ages:
• Adults
• Adolescents
• Children (at our new Sunset Counseling Center)

7000 W. Spring Mountain Rd. • Las Vegas, NV 89117
Call 24 Hours 876·4357(HELP)

Do You Know All Your
Business Loan Options?
SBA Loans
and More.

Consider an SBA Loan!

For commercial real estate, equipment purchases, and
other business purposes, an SBA Loan could be your
best financing solution.
Check our rates.
We've been among the top SBA lenders in the United
States since 1985. This experience makes the process
easier and faster for you because you're working with skilled professionals.
Plus, businesses located in rural areas and cities with populations of
50,000 or less may qualify for a government program providing low fixed
rate loans up to $10 million.

Easier...
Faster.

In Reno, call Mike Schulewitch or Lisa Handte at 829-0222
4950 Kietzke Lane

In Las Vegas, call Ken Mundt at 364-4506
2340 Paseo Del Prado, Suite D111
Representatives also in San Francisco,
Sacramento, Orange County,
Chico, Fresno and Truckee.

1Tuckee River

Business Lending,.
A Division of Sierra West Bank,.
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Brian G. Anderson and Brady P.
Roman have joined CB Commercial's
Las Vegas office. Both new employees
have been assigned to the firm 's intensive training program which is designed
to familiarize new agents with the commercial real estate industry. Anderson, a
native of Los Angeles , will concentrate
on the retail market and Roman will
focus on the office market.
Nevada Senator Harry Reid has been
named vice chairman of the Senate
Ethics Committee, a bipartisan pqnel
charged with identifying and penalizing
any ethical wrongdoing by members of
Congress . The committee consists of
three Democrats and three Republicans.
Reid will oversee the panel with its chairman, Bob Smith (R-NH).
Ballard Communications, Inc. has hired
Kevin Wynn as an
assistant account executive. Prior to joining
Ballard, Wynn provided
public relations services
Kevin Wynn
for clients of Blue Plate
Communications in Boston. In his new
position, Wynn will be responsible for
servicing clients such as Eagle Aviation
Group , Hebrew Academy , Molasky
Development, · NAIOP and the Nevada
Symphony Orchestra.
Gregory Giordano ,
former chief of corporate securities for the
Nevada State Gaming
Control Board, has been
elected as a shareholder
of Lionel Sawyer &
Collins, a private law
firm . Giordano has been a member of
the firm ' s administrative and gaming law
department since 1993.
Prior to joining Lionel Sawyer &
Collins, Giordano worked in state and
local government for ten years.
•

CUTTING EDGE
by Randall Putz

Photo Gratification
Still evolving, digital photography's instant images come at a price
First, the bad news. Most digital cameras available today will give you an image no better than one of those $5 disposable film cameras. Even though digital
cameras have been around for over five
years, many users have been disappointed
with compromises in image quality , ease
of use, and high price. Yes , professional
photographers have been putting highend digital cameras to good use for several years - but for the price of one of
those cameras you could buy a brandnew car. Why then , would you want to
bother with digital photography if it can't
match the image quality of good oldfashioned 35mm film output?
Two words best answer that question:
speed and convenience. The biggest advantage digital cameras have over their
traditional counterparts is the immediate
and direct access to images in digital
form. No film is needed, no photo lab
processing is necessary, and no scanning
is required. Since the image is created
and stored in the camera, we now have
instant photo gratification because the
image is available immediately. And as
an added benefit, digital photos won't
fade, tear, or wrinkle. So if quick, easy
access and durability of your images is
important and the digital-camera image
quality is suitable, you could save time,
hassle, and even money with the new
second generation, consumer-level digital cameras now available.
Traditional cameras capture and store
images on film coated with silver halide.
Digital cameras capture images on a com-

puter chip called a CCD (charge coupled
device). Click the shutter and in a flash
you've transformed the scene in front of
you into a digital image containing millions of colors. Those images are then
stored as digital files within the camera's
memory , or on small removable storage
devices such as PCMCIA cards. Then
instead of taking your roll of Kodachrome
to the drugstore for processing, you transfer images from the camera's memory to
your computer where you display them
on your monitor. There, using image editing software supplied with the camera,
the image can easjly be edited, cropped
and otherwise manipulated before being
incorporated into an Internet website or
multimedia presentation . Image editing
software will typically support common
file formats like TIFF, PICT, EPS , BMP,
or JPEG, and these files can then be
archived on common removable media
like Zip disks or recordable CD-ROMs .
Manufacturers have, for the most part,
retained the familiar features of traditional cameras in their consumer-level
digital cameras. Like film-based models,
digital cameras range from simple pointand-shoot models like the Kodak DC20
(price: around $200) to feature-rich models like the Ricoh RDC-1 (around $1800)
which records stills, sound and small clips
of video that can be previewed instantly
on a small LCD display.
Keep in mind the best use for these
types of consumer cameras is for creating
images that ultimately end up in some sort
of electronic medium. Hard copy prints

from this level of digital camera are mediocre up to a 4-by-6 inch size and then
deteriorate in quality as you increase the
size. If you plan to shoot digital images
for a print medium, you will need to step
up to a professional-level megapixel camera and increase your budget as well.
These high-end digital cameras offer million-pixel resolutions and features that rival the best 35mm SLRs with autofocus,
auto exposure, interchangeable lenses and
flash attachments. They also sport a price
tag of $10,000 to $25,000. If you can't
justify the speed and convenience of a
less-costly digital camera or the price of
an expensive one, you might consider using a decent 35mm film-based camera in
combination with Photo CD scans.
Many photo finishers use this proprietary Kodak format to digitize traditional
negatives into very high resolution Photo
CD files stored on CD-ROMs that can
then be read, stored and manipulated on
your computer.
But if you do end up with a digital
camera for the right reasons, there may
be no turning back. Because there is no
processing expense- no paper, chemical
or development costs - you can shoot to
your heart's content. You can review that
shot instantly. Again and again. And if
you don ' t like or need a picture, you can
just erase it. Try that with film.
•

Randall Putz is director of technology at
R&R Advertising in Las Vegas and
heads up the company's Marketing
Technology Group.
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business indicators & ana#)!sis

I

n grappling with the difficulty of explaining economic events, one eminent British
economist declared with some exasperation that economics is an " awkward
comer." An " awkward corner," without doubt, describes many of the pronouncements of Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan . Greenspan ' s frequent testimony
to Congress shows the chairman 's unparalleled abi lity to address current topics in a
muddled sty le, leaving even his most ardent supporters perplexed at what he said.
In late December 1996, Greenspan ' s use of the awkward phrase " irrational exuberance" in describing the rapid stock market expansion of late 1996 sent in vestors
scrambling for safety. Markets fell throughout the world. After further remarks to
give people reassurance, the market reco vered. In short, fear arose because people did
not understand what was said.
In January 1997, in testimony before Congress, Chairman Greenspan declared the
economy in good shape. To be sure, no one would believe that this is an ambiguous
statement, but he added the thought that a period of "suppressed wage growth" was
coming to an end, leavi ng many people at a loss as to what he meant. No one would
question that the Federal Reserve is concerned about the prospect of future inflation.
Nevertheless, most believe that inflation remains in check and will remain so in the
near future. Though wage costs have trended upward during the past year and perhaps
remain the weakest point in the current expansion cycle, inflation has remained in
check because of softness in petroleum and agricultural markets . As a result, some
might conclude that Greenspan is likely to be this year's winner of the Yogi Berra
A ward for perplexing statements - showing " irrational exuberance" about "suppressed wage growth."
The preliminary estimate of real gross domestic product (GOP) for the fourth
quarter of 1996 indicates an economy moving at a rapid rate, 3.4 percent over yearago levels after adjusting for inflation. Early indicators point to strength in production
and consumption as factors promoting the upward turn from the third quarter.
Inflation reports remain favorable. The latest CPI (consumer price index) reveals
increases at about a 3 percent rate. Wages , which have be,en increasing, were nonetheless, up by less than expected for 1996, failing to push through the 3 percent level.
The fear of layoffs, in large measure reflective of past corporate down sizing activity
and concern for future job losses , has tempered the recent growth in wage increases as
workers seek greater job security.
Nevada 's economy in late 1996 showed mixed signs. On the one hand , Nevada's
taxable sales show strong growth , up by more than 10 percent in Clark County for
November 1996, up 6.37 percent for Washoe County, and 9.02 percent for Nevada. On
the other hand , gaming revenue, measured year-over-year, dropped in Novemberdown 6.29, 6.94, and 4.6 percent for Nevada, Clark County, and Washoe County,
respectively. The decline in the growth rate of gaming revenue is, however, a recent
change from a lengthy period of robust expansion. There ent floo ds in Reno, strongly
challenged the state' s ability to respond to disaster . E ffo rts to inform people that
thin gs are back to normal will hopefully minimize the impact of this adversity.
With the national economy set to enter into the se enth ear of an expansion (March
1997), the buoyancy of consumer spending has supported rapid expansion of the Nevada
economy. Not surprising, things in Nevada have slowed. but still evada stands heads
and shoulders above other states in terms of growth. The Las egas construction boom
continues. Indeed, construction now employs over 10 percent of the Southern Nevada
workforce, more than twice the national average. Though onstru rion employment is
highly variable, no slack is seen for the near term. As a result of the trong and robust
expansion in the southern part of the state, optimism pre ail in the ilver State.
•

R. Keith Schwer,
University of Nevada -Las Vegas, Center for Business and Economic Research.
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Nevada Taxable Sales
Quarterly, 1985 - 1996
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Air Passengers
Quarterly, 1985 - 1996

Millions

DATE

UNITS

LATEST
PERIOD

PREVIOUS
PERIOD

YEAR
AGO

CHANGE
YR AGO

UNEMPLOYMENT
Nevada
Las Vegas MSA
Rena MSA
U.S.

4 .9
4 .9
4 .4
5 .3

4.7
4.7
4 .0
5 .3

4.9
5 .0
4 .2
5 .6

0.00%
-2 .00%
4.76%
-5 .36%

$ thousand
$ thousand
$ thousand
$million

1,903 ,230
1,275,647
337,076
208,185

2 ,007,258
1,351 ,929
342 , 194
206,972

1,745 ,726
1' 159,317
316,901
199, 104

9 .02%
10.03%
6.37%
4 .56%

November, 1996
November, 1996
November, 1996

$thousand
$thousand
$thousand

571 ,238
442,794
80,027

623,061
485,768
84,970

609,592
475 ,794
83 ,901

-6 .29%
-6.94%
-4.62%

4th qtr 1996
4th qtr 1996

#permits
#permits

4 ,041
322

5 ,832
365

4 ,846
252

-16.61 %
27.78%

4th qtr 1996
4th qtr 1995

#permits
#permits

644
80

856
82

657
52

-1.98%
53.85%

December, 1996
November, 1996

thousa nd
$billion

1,329
592 .0

1,514
581.0

1,458
549.7

-8 .85%
7.70%

3rd qtr 1996
3rd qtr 1996
3rd qtr 1996

$
$ per sq ., ft.
%

140,654
77 .66
7 .94

140,179
78 .41
7.93

141 ,971
85 .47
7.41

-0.93%
-9.14%
7.15%

2nd Half 1994
2nd Ha lf 1994
2nd Half 1994
November, 1996

$
$ per sq . ft.
%
thousand

178,711
95 .55
9 .10
772

168, 199
92 .67
7 .90
676

170,325
96 .88
7 .20
679

4.92%
-1.37%
26 .39%
13.70%

4th qtr 1996
4th qtr 1996
November, 1996

passenge rs
passengers
thousand gal.

7 ,516,282
1,667,786
64,259

7,749,314
1,829,298
70,911

6 ,940,907
1,405 ,913
61,580

8.29%
18.63%
4.35%

July, 1996
July, 1996
July, 1996

people
people
people

1,688 ,600
1, 115,940
306,810

1,582 ,390
1,036,290
294,290

6.71 %
7 .69%
4 .25%

December, 1996
November, 1996
December, 1996
December, 1996
3rd qtr 1996

1982-84= 100
$billion
%
%
$billion

153 .5
1' 131.8
8 .65
5.16
7 ,309 .8

3.32%
-4 .93%
-4.62%
-5 .62%
3 .22%

December,
December,
December,
December,

1996
1996
1996
1996

%
%
%
seasonally adj.

RETAIL ACTIVITY
Nevada Taxable Sales
Clark County
Washoe County
U.S. Retail Sales

November, 1996
November, 1996
November, 1996
December, 1996

GROSS GAMING REVENUE
Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Las Vegas Area
New Residences
New Commercial
Reno Area
New Residences
New Commercial
U.S.
Housing Starts
Total Construction

HOUSING SALES
Las Vegas Area
Average Sales PricePI
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate121
Washoe County
Average Sales Pricel11
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate121
U.S. Home Sales

TRANSPORTATION
Total Passengers131
Mc:Carran Int. Airport, LV
Reno/Tahoe Int. Airport
State Taxable Gasol ine Sa les

POPULATION ESTIMATES
Nevadal51
Clark County151
Washoe County151

NATIONAL ECONOMY
Consumer Price lndexl•l
Money Supply- M 1
Prime Rate
Three-Month U.S. T-Bill
Gross Domestic Product

158 .6
1,076 .0
8 .25
4 .87
7 ,611.8

158 .6
1,075 .8
8 .25
5 .03
7 ,545.1

NOTES: (1) houses, condos, townhouses; (2) 30 yr. FHA fixed; (3) enplaned/deplaned passengers; (4) all urban consumers; (5) preliminary
SOURCES : Nevada Dept. of Taxation; Nevada Employment Security Deptortment.; UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research;
UNR, Bureau of Business and Economic Research; US Dept. of Commerce; US Federal Reserve.
COMPILED BY: UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research
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Up to the minute
Stock Reports
Local News
National News
World News
Weather
Business
Sports
Traffic

24 hours a day
\1\/HERE NE\1\/S COMES FIRST

LAS

VEGAS

•

NEVADA

LIFESTYLES

Reviewed by
David Hofstede

The Sharper Image
Fashion Show Mall
825-3955

The Sharper Image specializes in
products you never knew existed, and
that you never knew you needed until
you saw them. Really, how have you
survived this long without the Leverpull
LX, the "World 's Quickest Wine
Opener," a Foam Dart Gatling Blaster,
or a Personal Body Fat Analyzer Scale?
From humble beginnings in San
Francisco, The Sharper Image has
become the best friend of anyone stuck
waiting for a spouse or a sibling in the
shopping mall ; a trek through its
delightful cornucopia of tricks and
treats never fails to raise the eyebrows.
It's also nice that all the gadgets actually deliver on their promise - which is
pretty impressive when you promise
something as formidable as a pocketsized satellite navigator.

Player's Island Resort

P. F. Chang's China Bistro
Las Vegas
2-22U7

Don' t look for any paper lanterns in
P. F. Chang's; this is, after all, a Chinese
bistro. "We emphasize that, because
there are so many stereotypes about
Chinese restaurants," said manager Sam
Maggio. "Our atmosphere is bright and
dynamic." But tradition does have its
place, especially when it comes to food
preparation. The "Chang" in the name
comes from Phillip Chang, owner of the
Mandarin Restaurant in Beverly Hills
(the "P.F." comes from CEO Paul
Fleming). Using generations-old recipes
fro m all the major regions of China, P. F.
Chang's has devised a menu that features classic Chinese cuisine
Cantonese Duck, Mongolian Beef,
Kung Pao Chicken - alongside unique

new flavor combinations. Maggio
reports that the "orange peel" dishes chicken, beef and shrimp - are top sellers. There are more than 60 tables in the
bistro, so you may not have to call for a
reservation yet, but with customers dri ving in from Green Valley and
Summerlin to sample the specialties,
don 't wait too long.

Player's Island Resort
Mesquite
(800) 896-4567

This summer, Player's Island celebrates its one-year anniversary. The $80
million , 500-room resort has brought first

class casino gambling, a full- service
desert spa, entertainment, restaurants and
a championship golf course to the oncesmall farming community of Mesquite.
''As the first property of its magnitude and
quality in the area, Player's Island has
transformed Mesquite into a full -blown
destination resort town," said Pat Rogers,
the resort's vice-president and general
manager. Whether looking for excitement
or relaxation, a lot of Las Vegans are making the one-hour drive north for a minivacation. Next time you visit, try counting all 1,000 palm trees located throughout the 42-acre resort. It might not sound
like much fun, but maybe it will take your
mind off your golf score.
•
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The Small Business Job Protection Act: Some news you can use
The mtmmum wage increase made
headlines last summer when the president
signed the 1996 Small Business Job Protection Act. But the Nevada Society of
CPAs points out that the act also included
a number of clwnges and clarifications to
federal tax law that are important to small
businesses. Here's a brief rundown.

Expensing deduction increased
One of the most important of the act's
provisions is an increase in the expensing
deduction. Under prior law , businesses
that put new equipment into service could
choose to deduct immediately up to
$17,500 of qualifying purchases, instead
of depreciating the expense over a period
of years. The act increases the expensing
deduction in annual steps over a sevenyear period to $25 ,000 in 2003. The expensing limit for 1997 is $18,000. The
deduction is phased out, dollar for dollar,
when equipment purchases during any tax
year exceed $200,000.

"SIMPLE" plans established
The act also establishes a simplified retirement plan for businesses that have less
than I 00 employees who had at least
$5,000 in compensation for the preceding
year and don ' t maintain any other type of
qualified employer-sponsored retirement
plan. These "Savings Incentive Match
Plans for Employees", or "SIMPLE" plans,
which go into effect for tax years beginning after December 31, 1996, are designed
to promote retirement savings while making it easier for small businesses to set up
44 Nevada Business journal •
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and administer such plans. Small businesses with other plans must terminate or
"freeze" those plans if they decide to offer SIMPLE plans.
All employees earning at least $5 ,000
in compensation during the year must be
eligible to participate in the plan. Employees may contribute up to $6,000 per
year as compared with the maximum IRA
contribution of $2,000. Unlike Keogh ,
Simplified Employee Pensions (SEPs),
or other retirement plans, SIMPLEs do
not have a "minimum participation requirement" - so, you can still contribute
to your plan' even if your partners or employees choose not to participate.
Generally, the employer is required to
match employee contributions dollar for
dollar up to three percent of participating
employees' compensation or contribute
a blanket two percent of compensation
for all eligible employees. Both the
employer' s and employees' contributions
are \mmed\atdy fu\\y vested·, so, don' t
count on your SIMPLE plan to act as an
indu ement o keep talented employees.
While the SIMPLE plan provides a cap
on hO\v mu h money you must contribute
to worke · retirement plans, it also limits
the amount business owners can save for
l.bemsel · to 6,000 ann ually, plus a
com
bing contribution of up to
o your compensation .

S Corporations made more flexible
The n
ity to
chapter

a · also gi es more flexibilesse that elect sub-- I liberalizes the owner-

ship restrictions of Subchapter S corporations by increasing the maximum num-:
ber of shareholders an S corporation is
permitted to have from 35 to 75 . This
provision will benefit S corporations by
facilitating corporation ownership by additional family members, employees and
capital investors. Also, under the new law,
S corporations can now own 80 percent
or more of the stock in a regular corporation and other S corporations.

Clarifications to existing law
In addition to new provisions, the act
also clarifies certain aspects of the home
office deduction and the classification of
workers as independent contractors, two
complex areas of tax law that have long
been areas of contention between the
Internal Revenue Service and taxpayers.
For home office workers, the law clarifies that the space used to store product
samples may qualify for the home office
deduction a5 \ong a5 the taxpayer \5 i.n
the business of selling products at retail
or wholesale and the home is the only
fixed location of the taxpayer' s trade.
On determining whether a worker
should be treated as an employee or as an
independent contractor, the act also includes clarifications and amendments and
shifts the burden of proof to the IRS in
certain cases. You may want to consult
with your CPA to determine how these
and other aspects of the new tax law impact your business.
•
Prepared by members of the Nevada
Society of Certified Public Accountants.

INSIDE POLITICS
by Michael Sullivan

Perpetual Politics
There was a time in Nevada' s not so
distant past when starting a campaign
two years prior to an election would have
seemed at best opportunistic, at worst
utterly ridiculous .
Apparently , those times are over, as
the race for the governor' s mansion is
already well under way, and it won't be
decided until November of 1998.
The contest' s first announced candi date -who made his desire for the office
official on election night, November 5th,
1996 - is Kenny Guinn , who up to now
could never be convinced to run for a
any elected office.
Now he is the odds-on favorite to win
the governor' s race and the darling of
casino owners and their checkbooks.
Guinn has always been a very attractive candidate. A former Clark County
School District superintendent, he has
been the honorary chairman for every
cause that has meant something in Clark
County in the past decade. Police bonds,
fire bonds, school bonds, you name it when a cause needed a name to make it
legitimate, Guinn got the call.
It also doesn ' t hurt that he agreed to
step in during UNLV's darkest days in
recent memory - taking over for departing president Bob Maxson - working for
only $1 a year.
All this, in addition to a stint as chief
executive officer for PriMerit Bank and
Southwest Gas Corporation, would seem
to make Guinn invulnerable.
But many political pundits are wondering whether Guinn made a tactical
error by announcing his intentions too
early. Sure he will have a fund-raising
advantage - perhaps two or three times
that of his most likely opponents- but he
has also given any potential rivals extra
time to research his record, do background
checks and compile doc uments that could
be damaging to his campaign.

One thing is for sure
- in the Silver State,
no time is too early
to announce your
intentions for
public office.
In addition , some politicians have
taken great exception to the establishment's "anointing" of Guinn as the
next governor. Instead of being scared
out of the race, several are considering a
run just to .show that the governor' s
office can ' t be pre-determined.
Who are these brave souls who plan to
challenge the seemingly unbeatable
Guinn? The names mentioned in political circles are Republicans Dean Heller
and Lonnie Hammagren and Democrat
Frankie Sue Del Papa. Each of these individuals currently holds political office.
Heller, Nevada' s secretary of state, has
been making headlines recently because
of his enormously popular campaign
finance reform legislation . In recent
months, he has been in the news media
perhaps more than any other state elected
official. He could give Guinn a tough
fight in the primary , perhaps making him
vulnerable for a general election.
That scenario would greatly favor
Attorney General Del Papa, who is being courted by high-ranking Democratic
officials. Del Papa would have been the
favorite had Guinn decided to stay in
private life. Now, however, her best

chance is for Guinn to face a tough
primary and be weakened for a race
against her.
Del Papa is well-liked by the establishment. She enjoyed great support when
she ran for secretary of state and during
her tenure as attorney general, as well.
The possibility of being the state's first
female governor is also attractive. But
after more than a decade of public ser- .
vice (she also served as a university • ,
regent), her close friends say she may
be considering retirement and perhaps a
federal appointment.
The governor' s race isn ' t the only statewide office creating a buzz this year.
Some of the down-ticket races may prove
to be the most exciting come 1998. Several candidates have mentioned an interest in the lieutenant governor's position,
especially since Guinn has, for years, supported the idea of the L.G. and the governor running as a ticket. Potential candidates in this race are former State
Senator Sue Lowden , former County
Commissioner Jay Bingham, and State
Senator John Porter.
In the attorney general's race, State
Senator Mark James, a Republican , has
been mentioned if Del Papa steps up to
run for governor or retires . District
Court Judge Gene Porter, a Democrat,
has also been mentioned as a strong
potential candidate.
One other candidate who has all but
announced her candidacy two years prior
to the election is University Regent
Shelley Berkley, who is looking at John
Ensign ' s Congressional seat. Ensign is
expected to announce soon he will challenge Senator Harry Reid , who is up for
re-election in 1998.
Whatever happens , one thing is for
sure - in the Silver State, no time is too
early to announce your intentions for
public office.
•

by Joe Mullich

Gorilla Advertising
Comparative
advertising- like
AT&T saying it's
cheaper than
Sprint, Sprint
saying it's better
than AT&T, the
rest of us
switching to
e-mail- is passe.
The newest trend
is ad terrorism,
and for that, we
have the animal
rights activists
to thank.
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&imal ri ghts activists tend to
be zealots , sin ce it ' s easy to be
passionate about animals . A
dog may drink from the toilet
bowl , but he ' ll never leave the
seat up, or do many of the
other things people do that irk
other people. And that passion
is spurring guerrilla marketing
tactics - or, in this case, gorilla
marketing . (Yeah , I know it ' s a
stupid pun , but the animal
rights people like it and now
I'm less likely to have them
pelt me with rubber chickens.)
Groups like People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals
(PETA) have long used media .
stunts to get out the message that
humans are the lowest form of
mammal. For their annual
"We 'd rather Go Naked Than
Wear Fur" stunt, PETA had its
members parade naked near a
fur store in Anchorage, Alaska.
I admire the members ' dedication, though I'd like to point out
there are fur stores in Miami and
other places where the temperature rises above freezing.
PETA also prepares ads
showing animal cruelty that are
routinely rejected by publications. So the organization uses
sneaky ways to gets it views
aired . For example, the ew
Yorker magazine recently ran an
ad for a fur store with a toll-free
number. But when people called
the number, they heard a
recorded message from Paul
McCartney asking them not to
March 1997

buy fur. That upset the New
Yorker people, but I'd much
prefer to be chastised by a
delightful Liverpool accent than
be splashed with red paint.
Now, the animal rights
people are taking ad terrorism
one step further. They ' re
looking to sabotage others ' ad
campaigns. You' ve probably
seen the ads for the National
Fluid Milk Processors that
feature celebrities "wearing"
milk mustaches. The campaign
has gotten a lot of attention
because consumers routinely
vote it the most annoying ad
campaign of the year, a
difficult achievement in a day
when every other commercial
features grimacing people
taking heartburn medicine. I
guess Madison Avenue takes
the view of some guys at a
single bar: it's better to be
annoying than ignored.
Anyway, the milk people
have decided to expand their
campaign to regular folks who
(I) enjoy milk and (2) forget to
wipe their face. The next series
of ads, the milk processors
announced , will feature regular
people who send in photos of
themselves wearing mustaches.
That led PETA to launch their
own plans to sabotage the
campaign.
PET A sent out post cards to
its 500,000 members, showing a
picture of a man and boy
sucking the udder of a cow. The

headline on the post card- we
saw this coming too- is "Milk
Sucks." PETA's rationale for
the boycott is that milk is
"linked to cataracts, diabetes ,
acne, upset stomachs, osteoporosis- and abused cows." I
didn't know this stuff and have
happily cut out milk in favor of
whiskey. Who s'aid being
politically correct can ' t be fun•!
PETA has asked its mem- •
bers to enter the contest
wearing mustaches made out
of Toffuti cream cheese. If any
of its people are featured in an
ad , PETA will expose the fact
they are not wearing milk
mustaches . PETA is confident
its members will be selected
because they "have more
stamina, fewer zits, and less
greasy skin than dairy drinkers." To which we can only say
- get over yourselves people!
Just because you love animals
doesn ' t make you Fabio.
We know about the scheme
because PET A sent out a press
release announcing the plan.
To the modern terrorist, a fax
machine and list of major
media outlets is more important than pipe bombs. Because
that's the point of ad terrorism .
You don ' t care as much about
sabotaging your opponent's
ads as you do in getting free
ink by threatening to sabotage.
Sly like a fox. OK, so you
saw that pun coming too .
Don't have a cow about it.

•

LOOK WHO'S READING THE NEVADA BUSINESS jOURNAL
"The Nevada Business journal has timely,
informative articles that provide insight to small
business as well as major corporations. At JB
Chemical, we value the in-depth reportS on the
stare's rapid growth and irs economical impact."
Paula Brown
President
JB Chemical Company
"The Nevada Business journal's new expanded
format provides me with a timely, accurate
portrayal of statewide political and economic
events, and keeps me informed of people who are
leading their respective industries and promoting
economic growth in their area."
Terry Wright
President/ CEO
Nevada Title Company
"There's Nevada-and then there's the rest of
America. Nowhere else is as entrepreneurial,
dynamic or trend setting-whether you're talking
education, business, government or growth.
Whatever new ground Nevada is breaking will
impact on what we reach at CCSN. And what we
teach impacts on Nevada's economic development
and our qualiry of life. To keep pace with this
vibrant state, I read the Nevada Business journal."
Dr. Richard Moore
President
Community College of Southern Nevada
"As a leading real estate developer in the fastest
growing state, I commend the NBj for illustrating
a clear picture and for providing substantial
information about the real estate industry, the
economical advantages it presents, and the
unprecedented growth we are experiencing."

"The Nevada Business journal is a tremendous
source of information for Nevada's growing business
community. As our Silver State continues to boom,
the leading edge data provided by the NBj will be
an invaluable resource to all new emrepreneurs. A
key ingredient to successful business development
and a diverse business community is keeping all
businesses in the same loop. The NBj fulfills this
role. I look forward to the continued success of the
NBj and know that they will be instrumental in
keeping Nevada's business community on the right
track into the 21st century."
Senator Harry Reid
"I rely on rhe Nevada Business journal for irs
in-depth business profiles and for information
on statewide business trends and issues. "
Dr. James V Taranik
President
Desert Research Institute

"Congratulations on the production of an
outstanding publication which enlightens and
promotes the good things about our community.
It is visually attractive, easy to read, crisp conose,
and informative.
Your focus on many different issues makes for Lively
and interesting reading. I look forward ro recc:i\ · ~
my copy each issue."
Dale E. Lay
Vice President
Marrin-Harris Construction
"The Nevada Business journal is a very
comprehensive magazine-! thoroughly enjoy it!
Mary Kincaid
Clark Counry Commissioner

Peter M. Thomas
Managing Partner
Thomas & Mack Company
"The Nevada Business journal has been a great
resource for presentations-it conveys factual
information on issues of great importance such as
Nevada's accelerated growth and robust economy.
I thoroughly enjoy reading this monthly
publication from cover to cover. "

"First Securiry Bank of Nevada has been doing
business with the Nevada Business journal for
several years. They are very professional in their
approach and objective in their reporting. The
NBj is certainly informative and is very beneficial
in reaching our target audience of commercial
business owners. "

Elaina Blake
President
Blake and Associates

Russ Petersen
Senior Vice President
First Securiry Bank of Nevada

FOR SUBSCRIPTION AND AD RATES CALL TODAY,

1 (800) 242 -0164.

HEALTHCARE SINCE

Sr. Rose Do minican Hospital , the only no r-fo r-profit, non-tax supported, religi ously-affili a ted h osp ita l in
so uthern Nevada, is celebrating it 50th AnniYersa ry.
Formerly kn o \\'n as St . Rose de Lima, t h e 14 7 bed,
ac ute -care h os pital has pr ov ided excellence in
healrhc a re to the so utheastern Las Vegas va lle y
since 1947.
C o m mitted to the heal t h a nd wellnes o f the
community, St. Rose Dominica n H osp ital offe rs
patients a full spectrum of medical en·ices, beg inning
\\'ith initi al care from their medica l professionals, a nd

t.

1947

e xtendin g thro ugh tra nsiti o n a l ca re, reh ab ilita ti o n ,
ho me -care a nd preventive ca re se rvice s.
Keeping pace with the ever expanding population in
the southeastern La s Vegas ,· a ll ey, Sr. Rose currently
h as a sate llite a mbulato ry-ca re med ical center a t 6301
Mountain Vista in Green Va lle y and plans to ope n two
new sa tellite med ical facilities, o ne located at Lake Mead
Dri,·e and Green Valley Pa rkway a nd a second at Warm
Springs Road a nd Shadow Crest, in late 1997 .

Rose Dominican Hospital....

MORE THA A HOSPITAL,
A MEDICAL COMMU ITY.
I 1 E. La ke Mead D ri ,·e, H e n derson, Nentda 89015
(7 2) 564- 2622

